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Introduction

The exemplars
In advance of a meeting with Brandon Lewis MP,
Minister of State for Housing and Planning, in July
2015, Place Alliance asked its supporters to suggest
exemplars of initiatives where local communities
have been successfully brought into the planning,
development and design of their areas, and where
local powers have been used to positively shape
places. This report compiles the resulting collection
of exemplar projects into three categories:

Good places don’t happen by accident, they need
to be well designed with sustained investment from
the public and private sector. When this happens,
they deliver long-term economic, social and
environmental value to communities. This has the
potential to repay the initial investment many times
over.
The Place Alliance
The Place Alliance brings together organisations
and individuals who share a belief that the
quality of the built environment – the places in
which we live work and play – has a profound
influence on people’s lives. We believe that
through collaboration we can create and maintain
better places. To this end, we share knowledge
and support each other to demand and realise
buildings, streets and spaces that enhance the
quality of life for all.

1. Housing and mixed use developments
2. Streets and public spaces
3. Local place shaping processes.
Five key lessons for place quality
Together the exemplars reveal five simple lessons
for place quality:
• Key lesson 1: it’s the holistic qualities of place
that matter, rather than stylistic preferences;
places should be friendly, fair, flourishing, fun
and free.

Join the movement, support Place Alliance here:
https://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/placealliance
Disclaimer
All text and photographs in this report are provided
for information purposes only and every reasonable
effort has been made to ensure that the information
is complete, correct and up-to-date. Each project
has been included following nominations by
organisations and individuals that support the
aims of Place Alliance. Inclusion in this document
does not imply that choices are endorsed by all
supporters of the Place Alliance.

• Key lesson 2: national Government sets the tone
(through policy and action) that others follow.
Government needs to demonstrate greater
leadership on place quality.
• Key lesson 3: good place-making almost always
involves positive public sector involvement and
clear local leadership. Design capacity in local
government is key.
• Key lesson 4: good place-making almost always
occurs within a context of joined-up professional
thinking and collaboration.
 ey lesson 5: a long-term commitment to place
• K
implies engaging the community early and
considering the on-going stewardship of place.
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Regeneration of Packington Estate, Islington

The Packington Estate provides a key case study of
successful estate regeneration, both for its urban
form and for its social inclusiveness.
Traditional streets and squares have been rebuilt
into the site, and all existing residents had the
option to remain on the estate and were given
priority access to the best locations on the site.
When completed, the new Packington Estate will
comprise nearly 800 new homes, of which 491
are for social rent and the rest are for outright
sale or ‘shared ownership’. Building works started
on Packington in 2007, and first 127 homes were
completed in March 2009. The final phase of the
project will be completed in 2017.
The design of the estate was based on the draft
London Design Guide. All homes meet the Lifetime
Homes standards and are built to at least level 3 of
the Code for Sustainable Homes, with current and
future phases meeting level 4. Heating and hot
water is supplied communally, from the Combined
Heat and Power ‘Energy Centre’.
Source: The Hyde Group

Manor and Castle Green Estate

A public sector-social enterprise partnership using
multi-functional green infrastructure to tackle
multiple deprivation at the neighbourhood scale.
A green space audit and project feasibility study led
to the launch of the Green Estate programme. This
included a five-year action plan, based on the vision
that environmental improvement could lead to
social and economic transformation.
The founding partners and Sheffield City Council
agreed an annual programme to co-ordinate
these projects. This programme complemented
other strategic themes identified by the Manor
and Castle Development Trust in relation with the
government’s single regeneration budget funding.
Source: Nicola Dempsey, University of Sheffield
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The Green Man

The Green Man opened in November 2013 as a new
community building for south Lewisham – one of
the areas of highest deprivation in the UK. When it
was created as London’s first community gateway
housing association in 2007, Phoenix had promised
a new headquarters at the heart of its 6,300 homes.
Built on a derelict pub site acquired at no cost to
Phoenix through a land swap deal with L&Q, The
Green Man includes a community café, credit union
branch, training kitchen and event space along with
offices for Phoenix.
The building received more than 23,000 visitors
in its first year alone, and its role in spurring the
wider regeneration of our area was recognised
through a Community Achievement accolade at the
24housing Awards 2014. The Green Man has also
been shortlisted for a range of architectural awards,
including the Building Awards 2014.
Source: Phoenix Community Housing

The Fellowship Inn

The Fellowship Inn was built in Bellingham as part
of an early 1920s ‘Homes for Heroes’ development,
providing activities and entertainment for WWI
veterans and their families. It was later used as a
training base for the heavyweight boxer Henry
Cooper ahead of his fight with Cassius Clay in 1963
and its performing arts space was graced by acts
like Fleetwood Mac and The Yardbirds.
By the 1980s The Fellowship had started to fall into
disrepair. In late 2014 Phoenix learnt secured a
£3.8million bid from the Heritage Lottery Fund to
restore the Fellowship Inn as a new cultural venue
for south Lewisham.
We are now consulting with residents, local
businesses and other stakeholders on plans for
the building, which include a cinema, live venue,
bakery, restaurant and microbrewery, along with
the restoration of the existing pub. The plans are
expected to generate more than 70 jobs and many
more volunteering and training opportunities for
residents in our area.
Source: Phoenix Community Housing

HOUSING AND MIXED USE
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Orchard Village, Havering

The Mardyke Estate was originally built in the
1960’s to house people who worked at the Ford
Dagenham Factory. However, as employment
opportunities at the factory decreased, the estate
slowly developed a bad reputation for high crime
levels and experienced some of the highest levels of
deprivation in London.
The £80 million regeneration is well underway, and
Orchard Village is once again a place where people
want to live and stay. From the outset, resident
panels and community consultation groups were
set up to consider various aspects of the scheme.
For example, the Orchard Village’s resident panel
helped to interview and select the scheme’s
contractor. And, a resident energy panel was set
up to assist with interviewing utility companies
that were bidding to manage the estate’s new
energy centre. This has had a huge impact on the
design of the estate and has empowered residents,
giving them a real sense of ownership, community
cohesion, pride and increased employability
through the skills they have developed by being
part of this process.
Source: Circle Housing
Headway Gardens (self build scheme), Waltham
Forest

Faced with a potential wait of up to ten years for
a family home on the housing waiting list, nine
families living in overcrowded accommodation
came up with a proposal to help Circle Housing
convert 50 derelict garages into 10 high quality
homes in Waltham Forest.
While the structural work was completed by a local
building firm, the residents, most of whom prior to
the project had no building experience, spent four
months attending night classes at Waltham Forest
College where they were taught a range of practical
building skills, including painting and decorating
and joinery to help carrying out work in their spare
time on the internal aspects of the homes
The scheme has been funded by Circle Housing,
with an additional contribution from the Greater
London Authority.
Source: Circle Housing
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Barton Hill, Bristol

The area is typified by high density social housing
(9 tower blocks, lack of family homes), featuring a
lack of defensible space, poor quality public realm,
and unsafe streets with no direct observation. 160
new homes to be built by Sovereign and Solon Has
in this challenging location.
The housing associations undertook consultation
and resident engagement at every stage, including
masterplanning and selection of architects. This
helped build trust between residents and agencies
and community confidence grew as their influence
was actualised.
Providing real choices and an honest open dialogue
was key, and design has reinstated some of the
original victorian street design to improve social
interaction, play, safety and clear routes through.
Listening and responding to local insight has
led to reduced turnover, tenure and house-type
diversification, a more stable population and a
more desirable location.
Source: Sovereign Housing Association

New Union Wharf, Tower Hamlets

New Union Wharf is an East Thames residential
estate on the Isle of Dogs, which is currently
undergoing regeneration.
East Thames worked with existing New Union Wharf
residents to explore two options for the future of
the estate; comprehensive regeneration or basic
refurbishment of existing homes known as Decent
Homes works. Regeneration of the estate was
decided upon through an independent resident
ballot, overseen by the Electoral Reform Service, in
July 2010. This was the first time East Thames had
been able to give residents the chance to make
such an important decision about their homes.
East Thames placed the New Union Wharf residents
at the heart of the decision making process to
preserve the strong sense of community and create
a resident-led design to meet the community’s
needs and aspirations.
Source: East Thames

HOUSING AND MIXED USE
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Ocean Estate, Stepney

East Thames has been involved in delivering this
overall regeneration of the Ocean Estate in Stepney
for over 12 years. Working successfully with the
existing community and key stakeholders has been
a hallmark of this project and the project features
the acknowledged elements of effective place
making.
As well as involving existing resident forums we
created new opportunities for direct resident
involvement. There was a £10m environmental
programme associated with the regeneration
programme and the opportunity was taken to
allow residents to influence their direct localities.
East Thames introduced a Community Champions
programme where local residents conducted
surveys as to what facilities residents wanted. The
concept was to reflect the priorities of residents
in a smaller unit rather than looking at the
environmental landscape as one huge project.
Source: East Thames

Firepool, Taunton, Somerset
Project Taunton - an ‘arms length’ independent
regeneration company acting on behalf of Taunton
Deane Borough Council - was asked to find a
development partner for this highly significant and
strategic site between the railway station, town
centre and linking with the County Cricket Ground.
Careful scrutiny of submitted masterplans was
undertaken and evidence shared in workshop
format with the various client stakeholders - in
order both to demystify the process and highlight
the importance of urban design.
Three short-listed projects went on to a second
stage of direct negotiations and interviews
to enable them to refine their propositions in
preparation for a final bid.
Source: Architecture Centre Devon & Cornwall (AC&DC)
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South Quay, Hayle, Cornwall
GM appointed planning consultants from CBRE and
architects John Thompson & Partners (JTP) to work
with Caddington and Slip End Parish Councils and
the local community and create a new Vision for
Chaulington.
The Chaulington Community Planning Weekend
was held over five days and over 100 people
participated in site tours, workshops and hands-on
planning groups during the two public days. The
JTP team analysed and summarised the outcomes
before drawing up the illustrated Vision for a
sustainable and connected community on the site.
The local parishes had been developing their
Neighbourhood Plan and the GM team, worked
closely with the steering group, the Parish Councils
and Central Bedfordshire Unitary Authority to
align objectives, to ensure continued engagement
throughout the process.
30% of the overall development will be affordable
homes, and the innovative part of the development
plan is for 46 of these houses to be given to CASE in
perpetuity to generate rental income. The revenue
will be used to fully fund a community bus and
other community services. This will enable a bus
connection within the wider community seven days
a week. This should all help create a sustainable
community as envisioned by the local community
at the Community Planning Weekend.
Source: John Thompson & Partners
Walsall Road, Lichfield

LDA Design prepared a masterplan which
incorporated a dramatic new avenue, framing
views to Lichfield Cathedral spires from the site,
together with a linear park and a new green edge
to the town. Public consultation was a key aspect
of the local authority’s approach. The project was
opened by the Mayor of Lichfield from the main
viewpoint at the top of the Cathedral Avenue.
This view, formed by the formal avenue of trees
and the built frontages, now forms one of the
great prospects within Lichfield. It demonstrates
that modern residential design can be both
commercially successful and also deliver a positive
addition to England’s finest historic towns.
Source: The Landscape Institute, LDA Design
HOUSING AND MIXED USE
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Affordable housing scheme on an estate in Butland
Road, Corby

In the original scheme all the houses fronted the
main road but had no links to it (and to the shops
opposite), and resulted in access and internal
streets being formed by back garden fences and
parking. Both the police and the neighbours
objected.
The revised scheme following a design surgery
review has part of the houses entrances fronting
onto the main street and others arranged around
a parking square in the north east corner. This
arrangement solved police issues without the need
for surveillance of rear parking, and allows back
gardens to back on to back gardens.
Source: North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit

Original scheme fronted main road but had no links to it (and to
opposite), resulted in internal street all being back garden fenc
parking. Police objections, neighbour objections.

Derwenthorpe in York
From the very beginning Derwenthorpe was
envisaged to be one of the first large-scale low
carbon communities in northern England, meeting
demanding targets for reduced energy and water
usage.
WINNER: Press People favourite in York Design Awards
2014
Source: Historic Towns Forum

Barton Hill, Bristol
The housing associations undertook consultation
and resident engagement at every stage, including
masterplanning and selection of architects. This
helped build trust between residents and agencies and
community confidence grew as their influence was
actualised.
Providing real choices and an honest open dialogue
was key, and design has reinstated some of the original
victorian street design to improve social interaction,
play, safety and clear routes through.
Listening and responding to local insight has led to
reduced turnover, tenure and house-type diversification,
a more stable population and a more desirable location.
Source: National Housing Federation
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Kidbrooke Village
Kidbrooke Village is built by Berkeley homes, a
company that (alongside Barratts) has seen a
gradual acceptance and embrace through the
noughties of core messaging from CABE and others
that design matters. At Kidbrooke, for example, the
public realm seems to have led the development,
with each phase of the scheme embedded in a
coherent network of traditional street spaces or
looking onto and over the extensive parkland that
runs through the centre of the scheme and that
gives it a strongly green character. The greenery
extends into the housing areas through a series of
‘green fingers and ‘green rooms’ (in the Berkeley’s
own words).
The architecture, whilst clearly contemporary, is
restrained and respectful, fitting into what some
have christened the new London vernacular.
Another interesting dimension of the project is
the emphasis on social sustainability, reflection
an intention that, when complete, the village
should offer the full range of local facilities and
amenities that would be present in a traditional
London suburb, including places to meet and
interact, shopping, sports, health and educational
facilities and a clear local centre. The scheme does
not feature much in the way of environmental
technology, although the emphasis on ecology and
water is key, as is the strategy of building on only
35% of the land; the latter in order to maximise
the green parkland. Finally, the aspiration is to
build 1,700 affordable homes (a mix of for rent and
shared ownership), although the social impact
of this, arguably, needs to be offset against the
extreme costs of the housing for sale. Today, these
start at half a million pounds for a two bedroom
flat and rise beyond a million (the very opposite of
affordable!).
Source: Prof Matthew Carmona

HOUSING AND MIXED USE
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2. STREETS AND PUBLIC SPACES
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Leonard Circus Shared Space, Leonard Street at
Paul Street
A new urban space applying the concepts of
shared space with pedestrian priority to this major
intersection in Shoreditch. Enhancements to this
new public realm have included the introduction
of high quality and durable streetscape materials,
including the recycling of existing materials.
Source: Urban Design London

Clapham Old Town Regeneration Project
(COTRP)
Following some initial conceptual design work
in 2002, COTRP was revived in 2009 due to the
availability of Section 106 funding and this led to
the appointment of design consultants, Urban
Initiatives in May 2009 to take the project forward.
Initially called Clapham gateway, COTRP has been
led by a steering group comprising the Council,
local residents and key stakeholders including TfL.
WINNER: London Transport Awards 2015 ‘Excellence in
Cycling & Walking’
WINNER: London Planning Awards 2015 ‘Best New
Public Space
Source: Urban Design London

Bexleyheath Town Centre Revitalisation (BTCR)
Scheme
The scheme, funded by Transport for London,
focuses on transport and public realm
improvements from the approach of Albion Road
to Broadway along the Broadway from its junction
with Church Road to its junction with Arnsberg Way,
continuing on Arnsberg Way up to its junction with
Mayplace Road West.
WINNER: London Transport Awards 2015 ”Excellence in
Walking and Public Realm”
Source: Urban Design London & CIHT

STREET AND PUBLIC SPACES
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Van Gogh Walk - Neighbourhood Enhancement
Programme in Lambeth

Van Gogh Walk is a resident-led project in
Stockwell that has transformed a traditional
London street into a new, award-winning
community space.
The project evolved when a planning approval
resulted in £120,000 of Section 106 funding being
provided for improvements to neighbouring
streets, prompting the formation of the residents
group, Streets Ahead. Lambeth Council established
a project steering group in 2010 made up of
local residents and councillors and chaired by
a member of Streets Ahead. Additional council
funding was secured, including from the NEP. The
community group at the centre of the initiative has
subsequently made connections with partners in
Holland and elsewhere in Europe.
Source: Institute of Historic Building Conservation & CIHT

Venn Street - Better Streets Delivered
The streetscape improvements at Venn Street
have created a significant new expanse of
public realm for Clapham, introducing a
central paved section using Yorkstone.
The popularity of the monthly Venn Street
market has inspired a scheme that now
allows stalls to open weekly. It involves
vehicle restrictions from Friday to Sunday,
and prioritises pedestrian activity and
café space during the rest of the week.
The scheme has provided an economic boost
for local businesses, as well as reduced
council costs through a bespoke maintenance
agreement. This gives businesses greater
management responsibility for the street,
which includes the funding of a regular jet
wash. The bars and restaurants rent footway
space, and this money is invested in street
cleaning and maintenance costs. Feedback
from local residents and businesses has
been positive, leading to calls for similar
maintenance schemes in the neighbourhood.
Source: Transport for London / PTRC Education and
Research Services Ltd
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Leicester Square City Quarter,
London Westminster
Before its transformation, Leicester Square was a
London destination faced with growing numbers
of visitors, anti-social behaviour and a tired looking
public realm that didn’t live up to its international
landmark status.
The re-design has offered the opportunity
to consider the Gardens, the Square and the
Connector Streets as one entity, creating a coherent
public realm that strengthens the identity of this
part of the West End.
Source: BURNS + NICE

Millennium Town Park
St Helier, Jersey
The new Millennium Town Park completed in 2012
has transformed an old gas works site later used
as a car park into a vibrant public park that has
brought immediate benefits to an area deprived
of open space and demographically one of the
poorest parts of Jersey.
The transformation of the contaminated site into
a park with active and passive recreational areas,
trees and lawns, water features, children’s play
and a café has created a place for recreation and
enjoyment and, in the long-term, has become a
catalyst for the regeneration of the surrounding
area.
Vital to the success of the project was the
involvement and endorsement of the public.
In response to the localism agenda, public
consultation continued throughout the life
of the scheme resulting in a space which, the
community now feels is their own. Through a
process of questionnaires and drop in ‘surgeries’ the
aspirations of the local community were identified.
Source: BURNS + NICE
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Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

The physical regeneration of East London following
the 2012 Games has been based on engaging the
local community throughout the pre and post
Games period.
The local community through the Parks Panel, Youth
Panel, Built Environment Access Panel and other
groups have been used to test out a wide range of
proposals, including parkland design, signage and
wayfinding, and accessibility. This engagement and
work with local schools and community groups has
meant that the Park and Venues have had over 6
million visitors since they started to re-open in July
2013.
The trust and ownership that has been engendered
by involving the community means that over 1
million people (mainly local) have swam in the
Olympic pools, that community events are a key
feature of Park activation, and that the investment
on quality design and operations has led to
increased land values.
Source: London Legacy Development Corporation

Bob’s Community Allotment, Sittingbourne

Project involved a parcel of land half the size of a
football pitch known for anti-social behaviour and
fly-tipping which was owned by the local council
(Swale).
Member of staff, Bob Fowler, at Amicus Horzon
identified the land suitable for a community
allotment and a valuable local amenity space.
Agreed a five year agreement with the Council
and perppercorn rent and in consultation with the
community, cleared the land, agreed site layout,
installed paths and utilities.
The allotment has created a community space
offering a variety of informal learning opportunities
for the local community. Some projects in the
pipeline for 2015-16 include installing bat boxes,
Swale in bloom, Scout group workshops and
Community Chef workshops
Source: Amicus Horizon

STREET AND PUBLIC SPACES
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East Bank River Arun, Littlehampton

LDA Design worked closely with flood defence
engineers to turn what could have been an
unattractive and high concrete wall along a 400m
stretch of the River Arun, into a carefully crafted
maritime public space.
Within a relatively narrow space the flood
defences have emerged as an attractive piece of
contemporary public realm with materials and
details that relate strongly to the local context.
Since opening in June 2015 the scheme has
delivered profound and lasting economic and
environmental benefits to the town, taking 2000
homes and businesses out of flood risk, while at
the same time becoming a destination place within
Littlehampton. This relatively modest scheme
shows the power of intelligently designed public
realm to transform people’s lives for the better.
Source: The Landscape Institute, LDA Design

Jubilee Square, Leicester
Jubilee Square was created in place of a surface
car park at the unofficial entrance to Leicester’s
High Street, the High Cross Shopping Centre and
Cathedral which
formed an underwhelming approach to the City
Centre.
The scheme, part of City Mayor Sir Peter Soulsby’s
Connecting Leicester vision, sought to create
legible links between desirable locations, form a
multifunctional
citywide space for events, give priority over to the
pedestrian and give useable green space to the
people of Leicester. LDA Design also brought the
16th Century High Cross Monument back into the
space, close to its
original location, after being removed to Leicester
Market in 1977.
Source: The Landscape Institute, LDA Design

STREET AND PUBLIC SPACES
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Southall Broadway Boulevard

Southall Broadway is a £7m project, designed to
improve the public realm, improve pedestrian
safety and boost local business. The vision set out
to radically alter the look and feel of this 1km long
high street with an innovative layout, creating a
change in the interaction between pedestrians and
drivers.
The design adopted contemporary concepts that
have been used elsewhere on smaller schemes, but
the game-changing masterstroke was to take these
concepts and scale them up onto a significantly
busier street. In addition, by subdividing the street
into two distinctive styles that repeated themselves,
a sense of rhythm and spatial hierarchy was created,
slowing traffic and reinforcing pedestrian priority
and movement at key points.
WINNER: CIHT Streets Award 2015
Source: Urban Design London & CIHT

Mini-Holland in Waltham Forest: The
Walthamstow Village Trial
As part of the ‘Mayor’s Vision for Cycling’, London’s
outer boroughs were invited to submit proposals
to transform cycling infrastructure and encourage
people to take to two wheels.
Waltham Forest was one of the successful ‘MiniHolland’ boroughs with an allocation of £27
million to fulfil the clearly articulated vision that
comprises of a set of integrated schemes that
will not only deliver vast improvements in safety
and convenience for cyclists, pedestrians and all
other highway network users, but also incorporate
imaginative public realm enhancements to support
residential and shopping areas, ease public
transport overcrowding and reduce pollution, traffic
congestion and parking pressures.
The trial provided the Council and local community
with an invaluable opportunity to test out these radical
approaches to deliver vast improvements in safety and
infrastructure for cyclists and pedestrians, imaginative
public realm enhancements, and reductions in pollution
and traffic congestion. Due to the scheme’s success, it is
now being implemented permanently.
HIGHLY COMMENDED: CIHT Streets Award 2015
Source: Urban Design London & CIHT
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Norwood Town Centre

The townscape improvements carried out by
Lambeth Council with investment from Outer
London Fund (OLF) at the southern end of West
Norwood have been genuinely transformative:
a tangle of multi-lane road junctions, narrow,
congested pavements and under-played but
remarkable historic buildings and spaces have
become a generous, pleasurable and revitalised
town centre for the residents and businesses.
New crossings and enlarged pavements have
made pedestrian movement feel as important
as the routes for cars. Tatty, confusing traffic
islands scattered with railings and signage have
been turned into high quality public spaces,
stitched back to the frontages they sit alongside.
Floodlighting of historic buildings and monuments
has made this part of West Norwood a wonderful
place to be even at night.
Perhaps most significant, a range of characterful,
independent new businesses have taken root and
older businesses are showing a new lease of life.
The successful FEAST event (a monthly volunteerpowered community street market) in St Luke’s
churchyard has had a catalytic effect with a vintage
furniture fair and a craft market blossoming at its
fringes. Many businesses now remain open on the
Sunday when FEAST takes place and an extra day of
good trading has an obvious beneficial economic
impact.
COMMENDED: CIHT Streets Award 2015
Source: Urban Design London & CIHT

Hornchurch Town Centre Regeneration
The regeneration has created a more accessible
shopping centre improving street furniture, walking
and cycling facilities, and addressing congestion
and highway safety. The scheme provides a balance
between the aesthetic and functional (and between
pedestrian and vehicle needs) which is appropriate
to the local context and has delivered the support
of local Councillors and the public, which was
critical in delivering the project.
COMMENDED: CIHT Streets Award 2015
Source: Urban Design London & CIHT

STREET AND PUBLIC SPACES
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3. LOCAL PLACE
SHAPINGPROCESSES
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Development Framework, Newton Abbot,
Teignbridge
This project combined careful community
engagement workshops (in which local
residents, their elected representatives and other
stakeholders collaborated in exploring different
options for accommodating the growth projected
for Newton Abbot) with technical assistance in
developing some preferred options and testing the
capacity and viability of those.

Teignbridge District Council
Local Plan 2013 – 2033

The whole process was driven by some
fundamental ‘place-shaping’ principles relating
to the creation of sustainable development movement, green infrastructure, pedestrian
accessibility, and the urban design of
neighbourhoods closely integrated with their
context. The initial workshops with the community
were designed to inform and educate the
participants about these concepts at the same
time as seeking their ideas and opinions about
the future form and character of the new places –
some of which were to be located in quite sensitive
landscape settings.

Technical note for Development
Framework Plans for masterplanning
the Strategic Site Allocations

September 2014

The Teignbridge Local Plan, of which the expansion
of Newton Abbot forms a key and formerly
contentious element, has now been successfully
adopted.
Source: Architecture Centre Devon & Cornwall (AC&DC)

Buxton Design and Place Making Strategy
A series of charrettes or stakeholder workshops
were facilitated by an urban design consultancy
(Gillespies) with a view to agreeing an overall vision
for the town and a set of high level design criteria to
support its delivery. The process led to the Buxton
community adopting a vision to become ‘England’s
leading spa town’ and a set of supporting design
criteria.
Buxton Design & Place Making Strategy

Source: High Peak Borough Council & Staffordshire
Moorlands District Council

Supplementary Planning Document to the High Peak Local Plan

GILLESPIES I LOCUM CONSULTING
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Unlocking our wealth: Report of Commission on
Community Resilience, Jobs and Growth
This report, from the Cooperative Council
Innovation Network’s Policy Commission on
Community Resilience, Jobs and Growth, shows
how a cooperative approach, based on firm
partnership with business and individuals, could
help more workless people into jobs, at lower cost,
increase small business growth to create thousands
of jobs, and significantly increase private sector
investment in employment and skills.
It pledges the commitment of Cooperative
Councils to implement significant new deals with
citizens and business to unlock the wealth of our
communities, and it calls on government to give us
the power to make it happen.
Source: Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts,
Manufactures and Commerce (RSA)

Developing Socially Productive Places
This report, explores the relationship between the
physical and social aspects of community-building
and place-making. It challenges and supports
local authorities, developers, communities and
businesses to deepen their understanding of what
makes places good for people in the long term,
featuring seven case studies at different phases of
the development.
This paper challenges and supports the next
generation of developers and local authorities
to develop new ways of working with local
communities and governments, outlining the value
of insight into local networks
Source: Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts,
Manufactures and Commerce (RSA)
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Digital Edition.

Housing Communities: What People Want
As public momentum and political will to address
the country’s housing needs grow, Hyde’s report
shows how meaningful consultation and betterinformed residential development can actually
result in more popular housing.
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Estate Regeneration: 6 Steps to Success
To mark the launch of Housing Communities: What
People Want, Hyde Group co-hosted a roundtable
discussion at the Packington Estate in North
London to learn from this successful project and to
chart the way forward for a better model of estate
regeneration in the capital.

ESTATE
REGENERATION:
SIX STEPS TO SUCCESS

The discussion acknowledged there simply isn’t the
same degree of public subsidy available any more
to support estate regeneration. This lead to the
group distilling the three key areas of focus to:
1. Meaningful community engagement.
2. Flexible and long-term financing.
3. Urban form as it relates to density.
Source: The Hyde Group

The SSCI Charrette Mainstreaming Programme
The charrette mainstreaming programme is
intended to build on the success of The Scottish
Sustainable communities Initiative (SSCI)
Charrette Series that took place in March 2010
assisting projects to adopt and deliver design-led
approaches and to embed charrette style working
in Scottish practice.
The SSCI was launched in June 2008 to encourage
the creation of places, which are ambitious and
inspiring, raising standards and developing skills in
design, architecture and sustainable construction.
It is also about taking a long term view and is
concerned with outcomes and delivery.
Source: Urban Design Forum
LOCAL PLACE SHAPING PROCESSES
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Maidstone Growth - Engaging Communities in
Maidstone’s Local Plan
Design South East met with representatives of the 9
Parish Councils to gauge their level of engagement
and understanding of the Local Plan. It was clear
at the outset that the level of understanding of the
current document was very good, but there was
significant confusion and frustration about process.
The first workshop for each parish was informed
by these initial meetings. The second workshop
worked with local communities to help to develop
a charter for the physical development of that
community. For the final workshop D:SE brought
together representatives from the nine parishes,
Cabinet members and supporting officers with
those agencies / officers with a responsibility for
infrastructure planning (water, highways, education
and environment).
Source: Design South East (D:SE)

Whitley Bay Station Masters Community Garden
A couple of streets of residents decided to take
over a disused station master’s garden which was
abandoned a derelict. They submitted a planning
application and a bid to Community Spaces to fund
the works in 2011 and since then have transformed
the area into a delightful community space –
community action at its best on the micro scale.
Source: Newcastle University

St Modwen Retail scheme, London Road in
Wellingborough
Pre-app discussions through Design Surgeries
secured improvement from basic layout to include:
1. Pedestrian/cycle routes to and through the site
to access stores and restaurant inc luding better
materials for footways
2. Increased landscaping, biodiversity measures and
swales/rain gardens around and within carpark
3. New buildings arranged to have front doors
towards the street, rather than solely inwards
towards carpark
Source: North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit
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St James Neighbourhood Plan, Exeter
LDA Design worked with the Exeter St James
Community to deliver the Exeter St
James Neighbourhood Plan. This was the first
neighbourhood plan to be adopted
and the first developed by an especially formed
Neighbourhood Development
Forum. At an early stage in the project a structure
was established which firmly
put the community in control of plan making. It
involved extensive community
consultation and led to the formation of task
groups to gather evidence in order to
establish shared objectives and a vision for the
neighbourhood. LDA Design helped
the community to develop policies and a spatially
strategy that linked potential
development sites together to help realise their
vision and objectives. This has given
the practice a unique community perspective on
the realities of place making in the
context of neighbourhood planning.
Source: PLACES - The Architecture School for Children

Redcliffe Neighbourhood Plan, Bristol
LDA Design was appointed by the Redcliffe
Neighbourhood Development Forum to develop
the community’s aspirations into a strong
vision. A major component to the project was
assessing options for downgrading an existing
dual carriageway and defining a clear hierarchy
and identity to urban streets and spaces. The
proposal will provide a lively mixed-use city
neighbourhood that is people friendly with a
variety of streets and spaces that encourages
people to walk and cycle. The remodelling of
the roads and removal of surface car parking
has freed up space for new development that
will help frame Redcliffe Way and provide
new family housing, community spaces and
employment uses that will make Redcliffe a
great place to live in, work in and visit.
Source: PLACES - The Architecture School for Children
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Den City - Children’s Place in the City
Den City - Children’s Place in the City, is a project
funded by the Arts Council, as part of an ongoing collaboration between artists from PLACES
Projects, post graduate MArch students from the
MSA Projects atelier and Senior Lecturers Helen
Aston and Laura Sanderson from the Manchester
School of Architecture, working with children and
teachers from primary schools in the two cities of
Manchester and Salford.
Den Building has traditionally been the most
exciting part of children ‘playing out’ as it gives
them the chance ‘to create a world of their own’.
In this way they are experiencing first hand the
creation of a habitat – a place in which to live.
For each school the project began with workshops
in which the children worked in small groups
alongside their creative collaborators. At the end
In an open-air workshop in Grosvenor Square, a
small public park in the heart of the University
Quarter, alongside Oxford Road, a major vehicular
and pedestrian thoroughfare into and out of
Manchester, each group built and inhabited the den
they had designed.
Source: PLACES - The Architecture School for Children

Placecheck

Placecheck is a method of taking the first steps in
deciding how to improve an area.
Placechecks are often able to kick-start change in
a way that might not otherwise be possible. They
can lead to anything from litter clear-up days to
neighbourhood planning. Most other ways of
taking these first steps need to be led by someone
experienced in a particular method. A Placecheck
can be initiated by anyone, without much
preparation. It can help put local people at the
heart of making a better place to live and work.
Source: Urban Design Skills & Urban Design Group
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South Quay, Hayle, Cornwall
A series of design workshops and stakeholder
meetings held during May, June and July 2011. They
provided a consultative framework within which
revised proposals were established for the mixeduse development of South Quay, Hayle.
The consultative process was commissioned
following a decision by Cornwall Council’s Strategic
Planning Committee to ‘defer’ a decision on an
earlier set of proposals. There was concern that the
earlier proposals had not taken sufficient account of
the historic environment and its urban design.
The revised proposals were subsequently
supported unanimously by the Town Council and
a full planning permission was later obtained for
housing, retail and commercial uses.
WINNER: 2015: RIBA Regional Award: South West
2015: RIBA South West Project of the Year
2015: RIBA South West Project Architect of the Year
2015: LABC South West: Best Large Commercial Building
Source: Architecture Centre Devon & Cornwall (AC&DC)
St Clements Hospital, Bow, Tower Hamlets, London

In 2012, the Mayor of London decided to establish
London’s first ever Community Land Trust (CLT) on
the St Clement’s Hospital site.
In December 2012, the Creating a New Vision for
St Clement’s Hospital multi-day charrette was held
at Bow Methodist Church, located near to the site.
Around 350 local people participated in workshops,
walkabouts and hands-on planning groups to help
create a new vision for the site which includes:
• Opening up of a former walled site, which includes
the delivery of a new north/south pedestrian and
cycle route through the scheme connecting Mile
End Road to Cemetery Park
• A new front door to Mile End/ Bow Road that
opens up the site to the local community with a
new public pedestrian entrance
• Refurbishment and restoration of listed buildings
and amenity spaces
• 252 dwellings - 73 in refurbished buildings
• A range of community and commercial uses in the
front of the site
• A sequence of public spaces as well as play areas
across the site
Source: John Thompson & Partners
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John Muir Award Conserve Audit
A Conserve Audit is a monitoring exercise that
identifies the amount of activity carried out to meet
the Conserve Challenge of the John Muir Award.
During our last Conserve Audit in 2011 we recorded
responses representing 18,777 Award participants.
Almost £1million of volunteering effort was
generated – 24,432 days in total for the year.

Jacki Clark

Activity took place over a wide range of
geographical locations and across a rich diversity
of habitats, from mountain landscapes and coastal
plains to woodlands and school grounds. Data
was captured to measure everything from invasive
species control to surveying earthworms, and
habitat creation to litter picking.

Our Conserve Audit
shows the value and
impact of John Muir
Award participation
and how it has made
a difference to wild
places in 2011.
It demonstrates
the collective
effect of individual
responsibility and
action across the UK.
What is the John Muir Award?
The John Muir Award is an environmental
award scheme that supports and encourages
people of all backgrounds to connect with,
enjoy, and care for wild places. Four
Challenges are at its heart – each participant:
Discovers a wild place
Explores its wildness
Conserves – takes personal responsibility
Shares their experiences
johnmuiraward.org

The John Muir Trust is repeating this Conserve Audit
exercise during 2015.

What is a Conserve Audit?
A Conserve Audit is a monitoring exercise
used to identify the amount of activity
carried out to meet the Conserve Challenge
of the John Muir Award. Throughout 2011,
groups and individuals participating in the
Award captured and quantified what they
did to make a difference to wild places by
completing a simple form.

Source: The John Muir Trust

749 Conserve Audits were received out of a
possible 1206 Award Proposals registered
and completed in 2011. Data can be used to
summarise Conserve activity by region and by
organisation.

Mill View Primary School: Using the John Muir
Award in a Cross Curricular Project
Mill View Primary School, a suburban Primary
School in Chester, believes in a holistic approach to
learning. It has established a curriculum that
supports both personal development and academic
progress with a strong emphasis on outdoor
learning.

John Muir Award
Conserve Audit 2011
The John Muir Award is the main engagement initiative of the John Muir Trust, the
UK’s leading wild land charity. The ambitions of the Trust are to protect, enhance and
care for nature, and encourage people to connect with wildness – from what’s on our
doorsteps to remote coastlines and mountain landscapes. This year-long initiative
highlights a substantial and positive contribution to these aspirations.
18,777 people are represented in the Conserve Audit via 749 Audit responses, a sample
of 81% of all those involved in the John Muir Award in 2011 (23,153 Awards achieved).
5,216 were from socially excluded backgrounds, many who would not normally engage
in positive action for the environment.
This Conserve Audit demonstrates that 24,432 days of ‘conserve’ activity were
completed by all participants in 2011 – an average of over 7 hours of dedicated activity
for each individual involved. This can be valued at £977,280 worth of activity for the
environment based on Heritage Lottery Fund figures.
Activity took place over an extensive range of geographical locations and across a rich
diversity of habitats, from mountain landscapes and coastal plains to woodlands and
school playgrounds. Groups were involved in an extensive range of projects.
Examples of cumulative activity include:
•

32,373 metres of footpaths maintained and created – equivalent to more than
four tourist paths up Ben Nevis.

•

An area the size of 100 football pitches cleared of invasive species, including
rhododendron, Himalayan balsam, snowberry and sea buckthorn.

•

82,451 bin bags of litter cleared – more than the capacity of the Olympic Stadium.

Mill View Primary School: Using the John Muir Award in a Cross Curricular
Project
Mill View Primary School, a suburban Primary School in Chester, believes in a holistic approach to
learning. It has established a curriculum that supports both personal development and academic
progress with a strong emphasis on outdoor learning.
“The quality of learning outdoors is exceptional and superb use is made of the school grounds
to enhance the learning opportunities of all pupils” Ofsted 2013

Staff worked to embed the Award into termly plans
for Year 6 through a cross curricular project; ‘
Why are Wild Places Important?’.

Embedding the John Muir Award into the Curriculum
Having attended a John Muir Award Leader training, Year 6 teacher Rachel MacDonald saw the
similarities in the ethos and aims of the John Muir Award and Mill View Primary and the potential to
use it within the curriculum. Staff worked to embed the Award into termly plans for Year 6 through a
cross curricular project; ‘Why are Wild Places Important?’ Each subject area played a role in
delivering the Award allowing for a wide range of experiences and activities to engage all students.
The cross curricular aspect led to the most unlikely of pupils showing most interest. A focus on
outdoor learning allowed many students to thrive.

The John Muir Club focused their conservation tasks
on a neglected area of the school grounds. The
group initially took part in flora and fauna surveys
and then worked to improve the biodiversity of the
area and reinstate a wonderful wild place for all to
enjoy.
The pupils developed a real interest and sense of
pride in their school grounds and took ownership of
it encouraging others to do the same. Pupils a
t Mill View now have a greater respect and
appreciation of their local environment.
Source: The John Muir Trust

Spring Term curriculum information for Year 6 parents
www.millviewschool.co.uk
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